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Yes, we are here. And it is with a glorious hello and good afternoon that we offer to thee a recognition, and an
opening, to a portal of Divine service and recognition. Hello Beloved Ones. Yes. Hello.
It is with great servitude, and great humility that we offer to thee the recognition that this time of abundant clarity
has indeed come forth for you. Beloved Ones, as you step out now into a world that you have been born into, we
wish to offer to you several pieces today. We feel that it is the time. Indeed, you have called forth this time to
share these, as you would say, corner pieces of the puzzle. You would say, Beloved Ones, “we have all these other
pieces put together, we feel so settled and comfortable in our exploration and discovery. It is as if we have been
putting together the middle of the pie, and say, oops, where’s the crust?” And so, perhaps the crust has appeared,
or the corner pieces of the puzzle, whichever you wish.

The Divine Illusion
We begin today discussing what you would call doubt. You know this word?
Of course you do! D-O-U-B-T! As we offer to you the explanation and understanding and expansion of this
energy of doubt, it first comes in with the recognition of why it is you came to a world where lying is a way of
life. You say, “Oh Zadkiel, we do not wish to hear that, uncomfortable to hear.” We say OK, should we make it
more comfortable for you? We can try.
Beloved children, you chose to come to a world that is filled with Divine illusion. You understand at the core
level of your soul that everything expressing here is indeed a form of what, the stronger word would be, a lie. It
is not the truth of who you are. You come into this world to dance, to be, to joyously celebrate, to reunify with
density, to express, to evolve, to feel, to be in the glorious body, to recognize what density is. Yet in your cellular
core crystalline recognition, you know it is a lie. So why would it be a problem to lie about everything, when
everything is a lie? Oh my goodness, this could be kind of hard to hear!
When you enter into this world, the first gift you are given is the recognition that you are here to remember, to
reunify, to re-up as they would say. When we offer you the understanding of re-upness, we are not talking about
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enlistment, OK! Good, no boot camp here; although many would think Earth is boot camp! As we offer you the
Divine recognition of coming into this reunified energy, this re-upness as they say, then it is imperative that you
walk through the energy of illusion, through what is known as a lie.

The Density Model of Illusion
Many, many lies oftentimes begin when you are told not to lie. Did you break the vase? Not me! It is important
to understand that as you are trained to be in integrity, it is modeled for you not to be, because density is based on
a model of illusion. With density based on the illusion, with the model of illusion as the framework for the energy
that comes forward, is it not the perfect, perfect, perfect place to come back into the true integrous recognition of
your Divine perfection?
You see Beloved Ones, it is as you accept the lie or the illusion as the truth that doubt takes hold within you. It is
a doubt that comes in from a universal core energy, which is why it is so prevalent, pervasive and powerful
in your world. The two are intertwined. You can not remove doubt while you are still in belief of the illusion.

Doubt Dispels Undeniable Truth and Trust
If our message of the lie feels uncomfortable, then you are in doubt, and this is good, because you know. For what
is doubt? When you accept doubt, you have accepted the illusion as real, and that your Divine presence is flawed
in some way. Whenever you seek an answer or a response to a doubt that has come forward, it is because the
illusion has come forward as true for you. You have taken an undeniable truth, the truth of your Divine presence,
the love, the gift, the expansion, the light, and you have thrown it away. You have dispelled it.
Whenever you seek to dispel truth, doubt enters, does it not? Because you have accepted the illusionary experience,
and in the acceptance of the illusionary experience, many lies are told in the name of illusion to protect the illusion,
to keep the illusion, to propagate the illusion, to keep you bound to the illusion.
Perhaps someone has said to you at some point in your journey that you were not enough. Perhaps you have gone
through a time in your life when you felt that you were not loveable, that you did something wrong, that you were
a root cause of something that was not right. Beloved children, in that moment, you have dispelled the truth of
who you are, and you have offered great, great, great empowerment to the lie.
For it is a lie that you are not enough! It is a lie that you have done something wrong, and it is a lie that all of your
actions have not been in Divine perfection to offer your demanding, dynamic, powerful, wondrous energy all that
it needs to be in Divine wholeness.
Beloved Ones, what is doubt? D-O-U-B-T. It is when we dispel our belief, our undeniable belief in truth, in
trust. When you dispel our belief, our undeniable belief, in truth and trust, you have created doubt. Doubt dispels.
Doubt takes away the undeniable truth.
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The Gift of Faith
When you have truth, you do not need faith. When you have faith, you deny truth, because faith says, “I do not
myself believe that I am enough, so I will create an energy to encourage me to try to dispel doubt.” That is the
gift of faith. It is an energy that encourages a cellular release of doubt. Once you have grown through that, you
reconnect to the truth. Once you know the truth without any doubt, there can only be trust. Once you ARE the
Trust of the Universe, once you are the Trust of the Universe, there is only Love, because Trust and Love
are interchangeable in the Universal harmonic of all that has ever been.
Beloved children, in the lie, you do not trust. Indeed the gift of a lie is that is disconnects you from trust, does
it not? “Oh, they lied to me, cannot trust them.” Wow, what a gift. Perhaps in the lie they have offered to you a
Divine reconnection and reunion that lying is only natural in a world of illusion. If you wish to truly be free of a
world of illusion, stop lying! About everything! About everything. Especially about yourself.

Lies to Protect the Mind
Beloved children, if you were to take an assessment - a very densified word assessment -if you were to take an
assessment of your own lies, without judgment, how many are said towards yourself? How many lies are offered
to protect the mind? The mind seeks to be protected. It is a self-preserving entity bound into density, and so it
will do everything it can to keep you here. It is a self-preserving entity to bind you to density. How cool is that?
Very cool.
When you are able to recognize and come forward in the recognition that this illusionary experience was
created for you, by you, as you, then it simply dissipates and your Self-Ascension becomes a glorious
reunification in a dimensional experience well beyond the 3rd.

Responding to Lies with Divine Recognition
Beloved children, each time you feel a lie within yourself, each time you are the recipient of the lie of another,
perhaps in that moment you can bring your hands to your heart and thank them for helping you to see the illusion.
This is all that is happening. There is no injurious act unless you call it forth as one. How many times in this
lifetime now have you felt injured by the lie of another when perhaps this opportunity was gifted to you, to offer
you the recognition that this too is simply density loving density, loving density? Perhaps your hand can come
to your heart and see the Divine recognition that all lies offer a deep portal to freedom, a deep portal. They are a
natural manifestation of a world of illusion. How could they not be, when you understand the illusion itself is a
lie? Yes.

Freedom from Doubt
When you are able to recognize that doubt, doubt, doubt is the core lie, then you are able to break free into the
undeniable truth of your presence, of you, your Oneness, your fullness, your abundant nature, to all that has
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ever been. Beloved children, you are at a grand and glorious time, if you are able to recognize this powerful
discernment. If however, you wish to continue in doubt among all things, then we encourage you to truly doubt
well! And tell big lies, have fun! If you’re gonna do it, do it well, why stop at the little ones? You see Beloveds,
the ranking system for lies is a density model, is it not? In density, everything must has its space: 1+2+3, higherlower, lighter-darker, bigger-better, whatever.
Beloved children, offer to yourself the freedom from doubt:
What would your life be like in this moment right now without any doubt?
Without any doubt that all that you need to take care of you is abundantly before you now?
Without any doubt that all Love is yours to claim?
Without any doubt that everything in your life is Divinely happening to support your greatest expansion,
unfoldment, love and presence?
When you are able to walk without doubt, then the water cannot sink you.
There is a great, great, great story in your world of one who has walked on water. Perhaps it was because one
walked without doubt. When you walk without doubt, how can you sink? When you walk without doubt, how
can you be harmed? When you live in the Divine recognition that all lies are simply part of this world, and can
not ever touch the truth of your Divine presence, how could you ever be less than in joyous recognition for every
moment, every present, every second, every single being, experience?
Beloved children, you are walking here now, do you dance with doubt? Perhaps it is a playmate, no? OK,
come play with doubt today, put you in a closet, play with you tomorrow. It is OK. Perhaps you tell little lie
here because the illusion is so big in your life, it feels congruent. Perhaps the lie that comes forward is not even
apparent to your own consciousness, because the illusion is so apparent. These happen more often than many are
aware of. What a gift, because your consciousness, your presence, will dispel the doubt.
Beloved children, be present in the recognition that you are at the time of Oneness. In this great time of reunification
and Oneness, the Allness experience has offered to you everything without reservation, including abundant heaps
of doubt, no? It’s a two-scooper, it is OK!

Doubt and Hope
Beloved children, what is it that you wish to do in your world? Do you doubt the ability of this world to sustain
thee? Do you doubt the ability of this world to sustain your beings, humanity as you call it. Are you doubting all
that is around you? For indeed, where doubt is pervasive in your life, is where illusion has the greatest hold on
you. It’s not just one aspect of your life, it is the Big Kahuna. It is all of it. All of it.
Beloved One, perhaps you take this assessment and you say, “How cool is this. Here I doubt, here I don’t.”
Little song, right, “here we go a-doubting…”! Whatever works for you, it is OK, for as you offer to yourself the
release of the lie, then the doubt dissipates and the truth surfaces, and there is no need for faith in the process and
recognition of truth, because you are not hoping something will come forward.
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Beloved children, when you hope, it is because you doubt the outcome. “I hope it will be so,” is the same as
saying, “I doubt it will happen.” Perhaps the ability to hope has been nothing more than a coping mechanism for
your world. “I will hope my way through, because to look at the truth means I must walk through my doubt.” To
be in the Divine trust of the present gift of all that I have ever been, and all that I might ever be, means that I must
stop lying to myself, and to stop lying to myself means I must recognize that indeed everything around me is a
stunning illusionary hologram created to support all that has ever been! Are you ready Beloveds truly to embrace
an Ascended Life?

Moving Through the Mind’s Reaction to Releasing Doubt
For in the process of Self-Ascension, in the process of offering to thyself the recognition of the upliftment of all
that has ever been, then your mind will throw a tantrum unlike one you have ever experienced. It will encourage
you to doubt! Pay attention, how many times does your mind come forward and say, “this could not be true,
come to me little one.” Yes. The mind is like the stranger with the candy. Pay attention. How much candy do
you need? Sometimes enough until it makes you sick. OK! Do what it takes, allow yourself the gift. Can you
recognize that doubt dispels our undeniable belief in truth and trust? When you can release your doubt, you can
release the illusion.

Choosing Truth In Every Moment
As you truly step into your truth, you will celebrate any lie that is put in front of you, for it shows you again the
illusion, and it assists your expansion. Beloved children, many in your world are lying in big ways. They are
doing it so you will wake up and remember.
You will have big headlines that you can choose to believe, or recognize as illusion. There will be many events in
not so many months where many will do their best to make you doubt yourself that you saw, that you experienced.
When you have your own undeniable truth in front of you, only your doubt will take it away. Because doubt is the
pervasive energy of density, there will be many who will do everything possible to sustain the illusionary energies
by encouraging you to doubt even that which you know is true. This is why we come forward with this today, in
this moment now.
More than ever in your world now it is imperative for you to make a choice. Doubt, and doubt well, and go deep
into the lie, and enjoy it, it is good, it is OK. Or, get rid of doubt and begin understanding the Divine gift that you
are, without doubt. This is not a conversation that you have with friends and drink tea over, this is a truth that you
own, live, breathe, be, do, every moment, every breath.

Opening a Divine Universal Portal of Energy
Breathe in, this moment, exhale. We encourage you in this moment now to sit up straight, if you can, to allow
your breath to relax. In this moment, just in this one moment, doubt does not exist. In this moment, there is no
doubt. None. You know and understand the gift that you are, and you are this expression in all fullness. You
are fully supported and abundantly showered with all universal connection, energy, love, light, understanding,
recognition, presence. Time stands still because there is none. Breathe in. And so it is.
Beloved Ones, the moment that you just gifted yourself has opened up a Divine Universal Portal of Energy that
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you can open up every time you simply allow yourself to breathe in without any doubt. The more you do this,
the simpler and the faster and the more beautifully you will transition from illusion, if you wish, and so we offer
this gift to you.
****
We will take questions.
Question from the audience: As of late a lot of male beings are coming into my life, which is wonderful. My
question is how do I discern between the sacred potential relationship, and the sacred partnership?
Perhaps Beloved One, you do not hide any aspect of your truth. Begin there. Am I fully present in all aspects of
my truth, or am I compromising and modeling and mirroring back an energy that comes from a place within the
physical realm of my emotional body that wants union? Start there, and all will reveal itself.

Beloved children, recognize within your world now, lies are everywhere.
How do you choose now to interface?
Where does the illusion still pluck at you?
Where is your doubt?
Beloved Angels of Light, anchor in your Divine presence, or anchor in density.
Simply make the choice and hold on baby, big ride ahead!
Many blessings. Beloved children, we see you, we recognize you,
and we are honored to simply be.
And so it is.
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